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Our gruesome cauldron 

Into my cauldron I will put 

A big slimy green frog’s gut 

I will also put a tail of a rat 

And my old stinky doormat 

And into my cauldron I will put 

Donald Trump’s old wrinkled foot 

I will drop in some hair from a dog 

And some old mud and turf from the bog 

I will put a decapitated head 

Even though I’m not sure he’s dead 

I will throw in a three-toed sloth 

and a blind unexpected moth 

Into my cauldron I will put 

A gone off tasty coconut 

We will top it off with some lotion 

And that is the end of our potion 

 

Kayleigh ,Dáire and Richie 

 

  

 





Hallowe’en Stew 

 

Into my cauldron I will put, 

Skin of dragon and rabbit’s foot, 

Bits of hail and fin of whale, 

Butterfly wings and lizard tail, 

A black cat brown hat, 

And a big furry fat cat, 

A big long snake that makes me ache, 

And a piece of salt with hake, 

A box full of stinky socks, 

And a man eating fox, 

A big can full of soot,  

And raw pumpkin gut, 

Scales of a dragon in a pot,  

And a cannon that is hot, 

A big yellow and black bee, 

With some pots of honey, 

A tongue of a dog, 

And a lung of a frog, 

Then let it simmer, 

So I can have it for dinner 

 

By Lucy Hanly and Ava Walsh 

 



 

Into my cauldron I will put, 

the toe of a frog, black soot. 

A bleeding heart of a wild bear, 

Ground hog head with black cat hair. 

Into my cauldron I will place, 

The fresh mountain hare hung by lace. 

A lot of turf from Allen bog, 

Drained with an old oak log 

Into my cauldron I will throw 

A foot of mule and witches toe, 

A horse’s slimy gut I drain, 

A slice of toenail on a brain 

Inside my cauldron I will boil 

Eye of tiger and gargoyle 

Disgusting Year old ice-cream 

So bad it will make you scream 

Into my cauldron I will mix  

Foot of dog and eye of sphinx  

Head of cat and a golem gut 

A pinch of meat from goblin hut 

Hopefully it was not gory 

But for now that is our vile story         

By Luke and Liam 



OUR POTION GREEN 

                                     Into my cauldron I will put             

A slimy gory frog’s webbed foot 

Take the soul right from a mole 

And throw his corpse into a hole 

Take the venom from a poisonous snake 

And leave his body to twitch and ache 

Take the leaves from far away trees 

And take the knees from new born kiddies 

Take the appendix from a goat 

Push it down so it won’t float 

Take the shell right from a snail 

And make a hole with your finger nail 

While the children turn and scream 

We will feed them our potion green 

While they scream, they shrug, they shout 

Their noses will soon develop a snout 

And finally our plan is done  

We are now the owners of fun 

And as the evening comes to a close 

Soon there will be few left with a nose 

                                            BY DAN AND CHRIS.                     



 

 

By Paddy Robinson and Michael English 

 

 

Into my cauldron I will put, 

One or two old rabbits foot, 

Three kangaroo’s big gianT TeeTh, 

To make The poTion’s TasTe compleTe, 

Fifty or so pounds of cat, 

So that will be that, 

A couple of pumpkins for the brew, 

Just to add a tang of pee you, 

Just a hint of man eating rats,  

and an old man’s door maT,  

Fire up the cauldron so the brew is blue, 

don’T add a single poo cause ThaT’s ew, 

Put in a handful of snails, 

To make the stench smell of fail, 

Stir the brew so it is big and blue, 

And now it should smell like the loo, 

Make sure not to burst like a bubble, 

or else you’ll have ToileT Trouble, 



 

 

Into my cauldron I will put 

Bag of thieves and a rabbit’s foot 

Adam and Conor in a stew  

With lots and lots of stinky poo 

One big crate of bacon and cabbage  

Gonna  do a lot of damage                                                                                                                                                                 

Add a sack of children’s blood  

Wrapped up in a bit of mud  

Tick tock tick tock 

Gonna wake up with a knock 

Monsters moan  

But children groan 

Gonna throw in snot  

With a bit of grot           

Made in waters raging red  

Gonna add a bit of bread 

Sisters sisters one and two 

Come and help us with this brew 

Leave it to boil and simmer and  

We will have a lovely dinner!!!!!! 

 

 By Lucy S and Robyn    

      

 

 



noah and john’s cauldron 

 

In my cauldron I will put 

An owl’s wing and an English man’s gut, 

A parrot'’s beak that I have cut, 

Rotten cheese and lion’s butt, 

A headless chicken and a jar of soot, 

A deer’s vomit and half a foot, 

A dinosaur’s eye and a hundred year old hegg, 

A dog’s poo and an ostrich egg, 

A lion’s mane and a monkey’s leg, 

a moose’s antler and a glass pane, 

a dog, a cat and a poop stain, 

shut it, stir it up and eat it up! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By John and noah 


